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possession for words ending in s video khan academy May 27 2024 when a first or second name ends in s we can either add or s it is
more common to use than s when we speak we usually pronounce the final part of the word as zɪz or sɪz
whats vs what s which is correct what is the difference Apr 26 2024 what s is the correct way of writing what is or what has as a
contraction and tends to be used in speech or more informal pieces of writing whats without an apostrophe is grammatically incorrect and
not a word
contractions is what s a correct short form of what does Mar 25 2024 basically if you re describing someone who s said what s to
mean what does or emulating their style of speech then it s ok otherwise it s a rather quaint contraction and i d recommend against it
what s definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 24 2024 what s is the usual spoken form of what is or what has especially
when has is an auxiliary verb
when to use apostrophe s s guide examples scribbr Jan 23 2024 an apostrophe followed by an s is used in english to create possessive
nouns for example the noun dog becomes dog s when you refer to something belonging to the dog such as the dog s ball with plural nouns
ending in s you add the apostrophe after s and do not add an additional s
possessive s and s learn and practise grammar Dec 22 2023 we use possessive s to say that something or someone belongs to a person is
connected to a place or to show the relationship between people the possessive s always comes after a noun when something belongs to
more than one person and we give a list of names we put s on the last name
whats vs what s which is correct tpr teaching Nov 21 2023 whats vs what s clearly whats is not a word instead use what s if you want to
spell the word correctly what s in a sentence examples of questions and sentences with what s what s your name what s in this bag what s
for dinner what s the matter what s up what s on tv what s got four legs
meaning what is the difference between s and s english Oct 20 2023 we use only an apostrophe after plural nouns that end in s my sons toys
means that i have more than one son and these are their toys we use s for possession with the other plural nouns for example my children s
toys women s wishes etc
apostrophes punctuation rules and examples grammarbook com Sep 19 2023 with a singular compound noun for example mother in
law show possession with an apostrophe s at the end of the word example my mother in law s hat if the compound noun e g brother in law is
to be made plural form the plural first brothers in law and then use the apostrophe s
what s english meaning cambridge dictionary Aug 18 2023 short form of what is or what has what s what is that stuff on your forehead they
want a list of what s what has been stolen smart vocabulary related words and phrases linguistics morphology parts of words athon affixation
agglutinate agglutinative analytic contraction interfix ion ism libfix monomorphemic monosyllabic
interrogative determiners which and what learnenglish Jul 17 2023 learn about the determiners which and what in questions and do some
exercises to practise using them
a complete guide to apostrophe rules grammarly Jun 16 2023 knowing when to use an apostrophe can be tricky check out our easy
guide of the do s and don ts of apostrophes to make yourself a better writer
questions which vs what what s the difference and May 15 2023 2 answers sorted by 114 which is more formal when asking a question
that requires a choice between a number of items you can use what if you want though generally speaking you can replace the usage of
which with what and be ok grammatically it doesn t always work the other way around however there needs to be a context of choice
when to use what vs which for correct grammar yourdictionary Apr 14 2023 key difference between what and which what and which are both
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interrogative pronouns this means they stand for something the speaker does not yet know they work for objects qualities or places but they
never work for people for people you generally use the word who instead
what english grammar today cambridge dictionary Mar 13 2023 what as a pronoun we can use what as a pronoun to mean the thing s that
what we need to do is make a list of useful phone numbers the thing we need to do i can t decide what to buy liz for her birthday i haven t
got many beatles cds but you can borrow what i have we don t use what as a relative pronoun
how old are biden and trump age may factor in presidential Feb 12 2023 voters feelings about the coverage of the candidates age are
split down partisan lines according to a poll released by pew research in may pew found that 46 of democrats and democratic leaning
what s definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 11 2023 short form of what is or what has what s what is that stuff on your forehead
they want a list of what s what has been stolen smart vocabulary related words and phrases linguistics morphology parts of words athon
affixation agglutinate agglutinative analytic contraction interfix ion ism libfix monomorphemic monosyllabic
which vs that how to use both correctly grammarly Dec 10 2022 the difference between which and that depends on whether the clause is
restrictive or nonrestrictive in a restrictive clause use that in a nonrestrictive clause use which remember which is as disposable as a
sandwich wrapper
what definition meaning dictionary com Nov 09 2022 what definition used interrogatively as a request for specific information see
examples of what used in a sentence
it s vs its correct usage merriam webster Oct 08 2022 it s is a contraction and should be used where a sentence would normally read it is or it
has the apostrophe indicates that part of a word has been removed its with no apostrophe on the other hand is the possessive word like his
and her for nouns without gender
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